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i CBO ESTIMATE ON DAVIS-BACON REPEAL IS FLAWED 

• The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates presented to Congres.s' concerning the 
.impact of the Davis-Bacon Act on the cost of construction are seriously flawed. The CBO 
estimates are based on estimates from a study conducted in 1983, that was based on an earlier 
study perfomlCd at Ole Department of Labor, without major updating. There is no basis in 
fact for the estimates of savings that would result from repeal of this Act. Items teferred to 
as savings in the CBO estimate could be considered cost shifting to the states and private 
sector, thus distorting this side of the estimate. Perhaps more important. even, rfle estimate 
does not consider benefits which would be lost if the Act were repealed., and which easily 

I 
I could exceed me amount of savings incurred. As will be explained, we beJieve that the CBO 
r 
I 

I 
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estimare is insufficient as the m.ain source of factual information on IHhich the proposal to 
repeal the bill is based. 

i CBO estimates that repeal will result in savings to the Federal government of $3.1 billion 
I ever 5 years. The margin used to calculate saving in Federal constnlCtion spending is only 

15%. In other words, even small en'ors in this number can eliminate the total savings. We 
1 
I raise this concern because we believe the estimate is based on a sufficient munber of faulty 
,I assumptions. each of which couW significantly alter the economic impact of repeal of the law. i 

In particular, we question the following assnmptions: 

1 First, it is IlncleaI how adjustments were made for changes made in the "30 percent ru1e~"
1 

J 
I which the Department of Labor abandoned in the early 1980·s. The "30 percent rule" meant 

that the prevailing rate would be determined by whatever rate was paid to 30% or more of 
workers in tbat classification in the locality. If no unifonn tate is paid. tbe market average is 
the prevailing wage. Today the rule is 50%. Changing the rule from 30% to 50% means that 
prevailing wages will be determined by the market average in most areas. In the CBO 
figures. it is unclear how changes made in the 1980's are counted. If the effects of thisI 
cbange have already been absorbed. they cannot be counted again as a new saving if the Actt 
were to be repealed. 

Second. the gap in wages between union and non-union workers in construction has narrowed 
considenbly. The CBO study bases its estimate OD data from before 1983. when union 
members earned wages that wae 40-44% higher than wages for non-union workers. The 
wage differential has declined to 29%. Even where unions have remained strong, savings in 
wages have already diminishe.d by about a third. The CBO did not reduce its estimate to take 

i into account this effect. 
I 
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Third. the estimates of paperwod: costs of compliance do not take into account today'So 
common use of computers. The 1983 CBO estimate remains based on a survey of 

I 

I 'Most RCently presented by CBO Dite¢tor Robert D. Reischauel" in testimony before the Suboommiuee 
Qft Labor Standards. Occupational Heall'. aM Safety. Committee ()n Educatlon and Labor, U.S. House of 
R.epresentatives. May 4, 1993. 
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I contractors in 1972. Had CBO adjusted {OJ the oventatement of costs with regard to 
I 
I 

improvements in managing payroll infonnation systems, their numbers would be smaller . 

i Fourth, Ute CBO estimate assumes that repeal of the Federal law would eJiminar.e ail 
prevailing wages. In fact, it is likely that some existing State prevailing wage laws will retain 
the prevailing wages on construction with shared state and Federal funding. and this will 
significantly reduce the impact of any Federal repeal. 

I 
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Finally. and most critically. the CBO only looked at potential direct savings to the 
i government. It ignored the costs--and especially indirect costs--that. would ac.crue to the 
I government and OUI society if Davis B\\OOu were repealed. In order for any reliable estimates 
I 
i on the costs Of savings of a possible Davis-Bacon Act repeal to be made, a number of factors 

I 
! that may lead to increased costs should be considered, s.uch as: 

• . There is sub8wttial evidence, includirtg Foderal Highway Administration data. toI 
! suggest that there may be great variations in productivity in the construction industry. 

We question the CBO assumptions that high wage rates lead to high construction costs i 
i or that low wage xates lead to low construction costs. To estimate rhe effects of
I productivity differences, a study should be made of costs per unit of construction 
i before and after repeal of state little Davis-Bacon Acts.I 

i 
! 
I • There has. been a major wage reduction in the con~c1ion industry in the last decade. 
i Therefore. it is unlik:ely that further wage reductions in me magnitude anticipated by
i CBO will take place if Davis-Bacon is repealed. New estimates should be made,! 
i 	 based on the reduction in wage differentials that have been observed since 1983. 
I 

.. Changes in the dynamics of the constrlJction industry have not been considered by the 

I 
~ eno: in particuln, the growth of independent contractors in consttuction. 


According to separate estimates by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the lnternal 

Revenue Service, the number of worker$ in construction classified as jndependent 

con.tractors has grown from 1.1 million in the early 19808 to approotirna~ly 1.6

I minion in the early 1990s--a 45% increase in a decade. 

) • 	 The cao does not adequately factor the major changes in wage determinations that 

I 
\ have been made by the Department of Labor in the last decade. Today, only 29% of 

area wage rates are based on union wage rates. The number of collective bargained 
agrec.ments also dropped sharply, covering only 23% of employees in the construction I 

j 	 industry.
i 
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• 	 The CBO does not take into account the indirect costs inflicted on govemm~nt and 

j 
I 
i 	

private indllStIy throllgh repe.a1 of the Davis-Bacon Act.. A recent econometric study 
by the University of Utah based on empirical data from the nine states that repealed 

I their state prevailing wage laws in the 1980s. concludes that the Federal government

I would end up loosing $1 billion in annual tax: revenues. and spending $300 million 
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more per year on workers' compensation related costs if the Act were to be repealed 

Additional long-tenn consequences (hat repeal of the Da.vis-Baron AJ:t would have on~ competitive practices. bidding practices, cost ovec-runs, change order requirements.I 
i and construction quality have not been considered. The University of Utah study 
i found that deleterious bidding practi1;es increased dramatically following repeal of the 

state prevailing wage law in Utah. 

• 	 Long-term consequences of repeal on the wor:kforoe also need to be considered, 
including such factl)J"S as skills training,. worker turn-over, safety and health patterns, 
funding of health care and retirement. Again,. the University of Utah stUdy noted a 
number of unanticipated, highly negative effects on'the workforce. 

Because of the important changes, noted aoove, we be1ie\le mernbe:t's of Congress should 
reassess the Congressional Budget Office study and include the qualitative changes in the 
industry. the way the Act is administered today, and the indirect costs as~O(..iated with repeal. 

A new stndy of modem conditions, that is not based on dle 1983 and earlier dam that are so 
obsolete, sh()uId be conducted. Representati\fes for tho construction industry should meet with 
CBO, the Depattment of Labor 8.lld the Department of Coounerce to make an up-to-date study 
on which factual decision-making can be based. 

When aD factors affecting costs and savings associated with the Act and its possible repeal 
are included, it could very wen be true that the Davis-Bacon Act saves government money. 

• 
Therefore. it is possible that repeal could be very costly to our SQdety. It is our strong 
recommendation that Congress seek another. up-to-date and scientifIcally valid study on the 
potential impacts of repeal before considering legislative action. 
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